FAQ’s
What is TEDxREVAUniversity?
: TED is a nonprofit devoted to spreading ideas, usually in the form of

short, powerful talks (18 minutes or less). TED began in 1984 as a conference
where Technology, Entertainment and Design converged, and today covers
almost all topics — from science to business to global issues — in more than 100
languages.
TEDxREVAUniversity is an independently organized licensed TED event. The
aim of the event is to share great stories and diversified ideas to the society in
order to inspire them to innovate and bring changes they want to see in the
world. The event will feature a number of speakers from various disciplines and
cultures. TEDxREVAUniversity is a not for profit event and attendees can join
only after undergoing the process of curation. This is a ticketed event.

Are you paid employees of TEDxREVAUniversity?
: No. The team at TEDxREVAUniversity are a collective group of students
from REVA University with a common mindset of bringing change to the world.
We are a bunch of passionate people who have come together to support the
philosophy of “Ideas Worth Spreading”. We are only volunteers and do not hold
any kind of paid assignments with TEDxREVAUniversity.

Can i volunteer at TEDxREVAUniversity?

: To volunteer at TEDxREVAUniversity, you must be part of our
community. You should have attended one speaker event to understand how
and what we do. We only choose volunteers from our local community. We open
up volunteering slots with prior notice. You can apply then, mentioning which
specific skill set you possess. If shortlisted, you will have to go through a couple
of rounds of interviews with the team. You will also be expected to devote 6-8
hours every week on normal days and 10-12 hours a week closer to the event.
Attendance at team meetings are mandatory and failure to attend 3 or more team
meetings will call for termination of your volunteer contract. Volunteers at
TEDxREVAUniversity have to undergo the same curation process that attendees
have to go through.

What is the procedure to select speakers?
: The first step of speaker selection starts with finalization of the theme.
Once the theme of the event is final, we look at sub-themes within the main
theme and the powerful ideas that fall within those sub themes. We zero in on at
least 3-4 speakers per idea and then start to work backwards to select who we
feel will be most relevant. Speaker selection is a time consuming process and it
starts almost 8-10 months before the actual event.

Are your speakers also curated?
: Yes, our speakers are also curated. What you see on the day of the
event are carefully curated and highly rehearsed talks. We have an internal
curation team that works with the speaker to create the draft and then final cut of
their talk.

Why i need to pay to attend TEDxREVAUniversity’s
event?
: TEDxREVAUniversity is a not for profit. The experience we design for
attendees is done through our ticket sales collections, as well as the partnerships
(cash and kind) that we get.

Are there any discounts?
: Sorry, we have strict no discount policy.

What can i expect at TEDxREVAUniversity?
: Our attempt is to design an experience for you and not an event. We try
and ensure that you not only watch inspiring talks on stage, there is
entertainment, social spaces, tea, lunch etc. Apart from that our event has free
seating and we do not differentiate between audience members. Everyone is an
esteemed attendee, irrespective of their job title, financial standing or place in
society. So who knows – you may be sitting next to your next
employer/employee, investor, best friend or simply someone who awes and
inspires you. This is a fabulous chance for individuals to network with like-minded
people and an amazing opportunity to be part of a community of Thinkers,
Enablers and Doers. All of this in just one day and at such little cost? Think about
it!

What is curation?
: During an attendee curation, we go through the answers on your form,
primarily to gauge what inspires you, what you are passionate about, what drives
you and makes you the person you are. We also try and ascertain how
passionate and involved you are about TED and TEDx.

As a volunteer will I get free entry?
: As a volunteer, you have to undergo the same curation process that
attendees have to go through. You don’t have to pay for your ticket to attend the
event. The volunteers will not be given any of the 100 seats alloted for the event
but entry to the venue and other necessary permissions will be provided.

I can watch the talk on youtube, why do i need to
attend the event?
: Attending a TEDx event will give you a day full of experiences and a
lifetime of lasting friends. It will inspire you and bring you to understand what
others are doing in their life..

